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                Low Profile, Highly Robust Mode Chokes

                
                    The SRF9045A and BOURNS SRF1206A series are a high current, low profile series made up of compact surface mount and common mode chokes. They provide common-mode and differential filtering of mode in one choke configuration.

The products are highly robust and deliver a high current capacity and are perfect for components that need it. They overcome the constraints of board space and the increasing direct current voltage converters, battery management, power supplies with switch-mode, noise suppression for power lines in consumers, and electronics and industrial applications.

The devices are compliant with AEC-Q200. They operate with temperatures from -40 degrees Celsius to …
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                How to Remove Thermal Paste Without Damaging Your CPU

									
					You know what? There’s no secret to cleaning the old thermal paste on your CPU. But there are tips to ensure you do it right.

Enters our all-inclusive guide to getting rid of thermal paste!

If we are being sincere, removing thermal paste from your processor is a delicate procedure.  Doing it incorrectly can damage your system– and we wouldn’t want that.

So if you are looking for tips on getting rid of old thermal paste, we’re on your team! This post will teach you about removing thermal paste without damaging your processor.

Why Do You Need to Clean Thermal Paste?

One …
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                How to Improve Your WiFi Speed for Gaming

									
					You must be familiar with game lags if you play online games frequently. It can be even more frustrating when you realize that lags can be from your end of the game server. For the gamer, the internet connection can cut out, or the speed drops to less-than-optimal levels.

On other occasions, your data packet requests might not get to the game servers in time, making actions irritatingly slow in the game.

However, you can get a more consistent gaming performance when you improve your WiFi speeds. A faster internet speed not only eliminates game lags but improves your response time as well. This article puts you through tips on how to improve WiFi for gaming.
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                How Do Wireless Solar-Powered Radios Work?

									
					Today’s atmosphere is severely damaged thanks to the toxic fumes and greenhouse emissions originating from the industrial outlets utilizing electricity. The deterioration of the Earth’s atmosphere has resulted in climate change, and as we witness the effect of climate change, we realize the damage we’ve caused.

The adoption of green energy is gaining popularity and acceptance. A prominent example of green energy is solar power, which brings us to the subject of this article. We will discuss how the best radios powered with solar work.

Before the internet emerged and …
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                How Technology Improved our Healthcare

									
					Technology has completely improved lives, especially that the recent technological advances brought several benefits to people’s health. You may wonder what those that made technology an essential part of someone’s life are. Well, just to give an example, the x-ray machines, medical supplies delivered by drone, surgical practices machinery, and even the legal CBD-related products in Canada were all developed because of the advancement of technology plus the mind of the people behind these things.

It is really noticeable that technology helped people be healthier. Moreover, it helped …
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                New Technology to Detect and Discourage Vaping on School Grounds

									
					When the vaping industry soared to new heights in 2014, getting the youth to stop smoking and Vape equipment is becoming more challenging. This has continued to be a health hazard downplayed as a recreational activity. Both the school and the city officials are expressing their worries. Not only will exposure to Nicotine and other chemicals harm their lungs, but it also affects brain development in adolescents. So, local authorities had introduced Soter Technologies and Ruckus Networks in coming up with a solution.

An Innovative Solution to the Problem

Tracking repeat offenders of school vaping has …
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                Artificial Intelligence Led By NuEnergy.ai

									
					Artificial intelligence (AI) has rapidly progressed over the last decade. Today, the technological possibilities are endless – facial recognition and SIRI are great examples. This technological revolution has provided endless opportunities for the development and advancement of more tech platforms. However, there are still ethical challenges surrounding AI technology.

NuEnergy.ai is based in Ottawa. It is an AI software management company that partners with technical experts, governments, entrepreneurs, and industries to create trustworthy AI systems worldwide.

The CEO and co-founder of NuEnergy.ai is Niraj Bhargava. He was recently interviewed virtually on trust, ethics, …

				

            

        

            





		
			
				
					
							About Us
			Wireless Canada was designed for technical enterprises and service providers of communications from all over Canada. This magazine was created to help these enterprises with information vital to the industry, which would then make technical decisions.
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